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Abstract: A seismic event of magnitude 7.5 struck the Palu region in Central Sulawesi on 
September 28, 2018, precipitating a subsequent calamity in the form of a tsunami 
measuring 4-7 meters in height. This catastrophe was further compounded by the 
occurrence of liquefaction, leading to extensive devastation and a significant loss of life. 
In order to identify areas susceptible to liquefaction, it is anticipated that the employment 
of the gravity method, renowned for its capacity to discern density fluctuations 
associated with the mass of voluminous materials over a considerable detection range, 
will prove instrumental. The investigation of parameters and the characterization of 
liquefaction phenomena in regions previously afflicted by liquefaction disasters can be 
instrumental in devising strategies for mapping zones that are predisposed to such 
occurrences. The present study seeks to employ geophysical methods, specifically the 
gravity method, to delineate zones with the potential for liquefaction within the Lolu 
Village at Palu City, Central Sulawesi. Through the application of techniques designed 
to isolate regional and residual anomalies, it is envisaged that a clearer understanding of 
anomalies situated in shallower regions can be attained, with a specific focus on 
residential areas. Notably, due to liquefaction, approximately half of the residential areas 
have shifted a considerable distance of around 132 meters from their original positions. 
To facilitate the interpretation of subsurface layers, two-dimensional cross-sections are 
modeled to intersect the displaced and stationary areas. The residual map reveals 
discernible variations in anomaly values, with lower values observed in the areas that 
experienced liquefaction-induced movement. Subsurface modeling further demonstrates 
the presence of three distinct rock layers, namely a sandy layer, a gravel layer, and a rock 
layer. Additionally, the modeling depicts the formation of canals composed of hard rock, 
exhibiting varying thicknesses within the surface layer as a consequence of the 
liquefaction event in 2018. The existence of these canals serves as an indicator that when 
the sandy layer becomes saturated with water, it will flow along the topographical 
gradient, following the path of the subterranean canals that have formed. 
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Introduction  

 
A seismic disaster of magnitude 7.5 Mw occurred in 

the Palu region of Central Sulawesi on September 28, 
2018. Subsequently, this earthquake led to a secondary 
disaster, namely a tsunami with a height of 4-7 meters 
(Beaudouin et al., 2003; Socquet et al., 2006; Bellier et al., 
2006; Watkinson & Hall, 2017), which was further 
accompanied by the phenomenon of liquefaction. This 

phenomenon resulted in significant infrastructure 
damage, including a substantial loss of life. One of the 
active faults in Sulawesi is the Palu-Koro fault, which 
extends approximately 220 km from Palu City (north) to 
Malili (south), reaching the Bone Gulf. This fault exhibits 
sinistral movement at a rate of 27-43 mm/year (Helmers, 
et al., 1990; Bellier et al., 2001). The tectonic earthquake 
triggered the occurrence of liquefaction, attributed to the 
seismic vibrations altering the soil pore conditions, 
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causing water infiltration and subsequently weakening 
the solid material's cohesive bonds. Consequently, the 
soil's properties transitioned from solid to liquid, 
significantly impacting structures situated on liquefied 
ground (Sawicki & Mierczyński, 2009; Chen et al., 2021). 

Kramer (1996) elaborated on the mechanism of 
liquefaction, concluding that it involves the loss of shear 
strength in saturated, cohesionless soils due to increased 
pore water pressure and decreased effective stress 
during cyclic loading. Generally, liquefaction occurs in 
earthquake-prone areas with shallow groundwater 
tables and poorly consolidated soils. Understanding 
subsurface conditions within a specific area aids in 
mapping or zoning potentially liquefaction-prone 
regions. Geophysical methods offer the capability to 
assist in subsurface condition identification. The gravity 
method is one of several geophysical techniques; Hinze 
(1990) underscored its reliability in interpreting 
subsurface conditions, particularly pertaining to 
geological structures. 

 

 
Figure 1. Gravity research area 

 
Studying the parameters and identifying the 

characteristics of liquefaction phenomena in regions that 
have experienced liquefaction disasters can be employed 
for developmental purposes, particularly in mapping 
potential zones susceptible to liquefaction. In this 
context, geophysical methods, specifically the gravity 

method, will be utilized to map potential liquefaction-
prone zones in the study area of Lolu Village, Palu City, 
Indonesia. 
 
Geology Regional 

In terms of stratigraphy, the Palu region is 
composed of rocks ranging from the Cretaceous to the 
Quaternary period (Charles et al., 1988). The basement 
component and the oldest rocks constitute the Palu 
Metamorphic Complex (PMC). Leeuwen (2016) stated 
through research that the lithology comprising the PMC 
consists of regionally metamorphosed rocks ranging 

from greenschist to amphibolite facies, as well as lower 
contact metamorphic rocks and high-
pressure/ultrahigh-pressure metamorphic rocks 
(HP/UHP). According to Soekamto et al. (1973) and 
Sukarna et al. (1993), the lithology within the Palu Basin 
consists of alluvium and coastal deposits (Qa), which are 
the youngest constituents found at the surface, along 
with the Celebes Molasse Sarasin and Sarasin rocks, also 
referred to as the Pakuli Formation (Qp), Lariang 
Formation, Latimojong Formation, Gumbasa and Wana 
Complexes, Tinombo Ahlburg Formation, Metamorphic 
Batuam Complex, as well as Granite and Granodiorite. 

Bradley et al. (2019), Bao et al. (2019), Hazarika 
(2021), Kiyota et al. (2020), and Andika (2023) have 
conducted research on liquefaction occurrences in Lolu 
Village. Several conclusions have been drawn, 
indicating that liquefaction in Lolu Village is a 
consequence of shallow water being used for irrigation 
of fields and plantations by residents. Additionally, the 
presence of confined aquifers has also triggered surface 
liquefaction events (Okamura et al., 2020; 
Kusumawardani et al., 2021). Seismic tomography has 
revealed the presence of grabens in areas affected by 
liquefaction (Watkinson & Hall, 2019). 
 

Method  
 

The research is situated in Lolu Village, Palu City, 
Central Sulawesi. The utilized data is the outcome of 
gravity acquisition performed at the research location, 
covering an area of approximately 14.8 km2, with a total 
of 123 measurement points. The gravity data collection 
took place in October 2022. The processing of the 
acquired gravity data will commence with the 
application of commonly utilized corrections, including 
tidal correction, drift correction, and latitude correction. 
Subsequently, corrections for free-air (FAC), Bouguer 
(BC), and terrain (TC) effects will be implemented, 
resulting in the generation of the complete Bouguer 
anomaly (CBA). 
 
Gravity Anomaly 

Gravity anomaly refers to the disparity between the 
observed gravity that has been adjusted to the geoid 
surface and the theoretical gravity. To convert the 
observed gravity to the geoid surface, several reductions 
are necessary, including Bouguer reduction, free-air 
reduction, and field reduction. During gravity 
measurements at a specific point, three values are 
computed: the standard gravity value, the measured 
gravity value, and the reduced gravity value. These 
three gravity values typically do not yield identical 
results due to the influence of subsurface mass 
anomalies beneath the measurement point on the 
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observed gravity value. The disparity between the 
standard gravity value and the measured gravity value 
is termed the gravity anomaly. Gravity anomalies can be 
categorized into different types: 

 
∆𝑔 = 𝑔 𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝛾 = 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑦 

∆𝑔0 = 𝑔0 − 𝑔 = 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑎𝑖𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑦 

∆𝑔0
′ = ∆𝑔0

′ − 𝑔 = 𝐵𝑜𝑢𝑔𝑢𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑦 

(1) 

 
The free-air anomaly provides information about 

the actual gravity field along the Earth's surface. Its 
magnitude is formulated as follows: 

 

∆𝑔𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑎𝑖𝑟 = (𝑔𝑜𝑏𝑠 + 𝑔𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑎𝑖𝑟) − 𝑔0 (2) 

 
The Bouguer anomaly portrays information about 

the subsurface mass beneath the Earth's surface, and its 
formulation is expressed as follows (Telford, 1990): 

 

𝐶𝐵𝐴 = 𝐺𝑜𝑏𝑠 − 𝐺𝜃 + 𝐹𝐴𝐶 − 𝐵𝐶 + 𝑇𝐶 (3) 

 

Gravity Anomaly Separation 

The Bouguer anomaly is the result of summing up 
the regional anomaly and the residual anomaly. The 
regional anomaly originates from greater depths, while 
the residual anomaly emanates from shallower depths. 
Both of these anomalies overlap within the Bouguer 
anomaly. To study geological conditions at shallower 
depths, the separation of regional and residual 
anomalies can be performed. One method to achieve this 
separation is by employing the Moving Average 
method. The Moving Average technique involves 

averaging anomaly values. The outcome of averaging 
these anomalies corresponds to the regional anomaly 
(Abdelrahman & El-Araby, 1996). Mathematically, the 
moving average is expressed by the following formula: 

 

𝑅(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑧, 𝑠) =
𝐴

2
{2((𝑥𝑖

2 + 𝑧2)−𝑞 − ((𝑥𝑖
2 − 𝑠)

2
+ 𝑧2)

−𝑞

− ((𝑥𝑖
2 + 𝑠)

2
+ 𝑧2)

−𝑞
} 

(4) 

 

2D Forward Modeling 

In geophysics, modeling is an endeavor aimed at 
obtaining subsurface conditions at a location where data 
measurements are taken. The sought-after model is one 
that generates a response that closely matches or fits the 
observed data or field-acquired data (Grandis, 2009). To 
achieve alignment between theoretical and field-
acquired data in forward modeling, a trial and error 
process is undertaken by adjusting the model's 
parameter values. Consequently, it can be inferred that 

forward modeling methods encompass not only the 
computation of model responses but also a manual trial 
and error process with the goal of obtaining a model that 
provides a response consistent with the data. This 
congruent response is considered to represent the actual 
geological conditions beneath the surface (Grandis, 
2009). In this study, 2D forward gravity modeling is 
conducted using the software Model Vision version 13.0. 

 
Results and Discussion 
 

The focal point of this research lies within a 
residential complex in Lolu Village that directly 
experienced the effects of the liquefaction phenomenon. 
Figure 2 illustrates the residential complex situated in 
the liquefaction area, captured one month prior to the 
liquefaction event caused by an earthquake, precisely in 

August 2018. 
 

 
Figure 2. Residential complex before earthquake 

 
Figure 3 illustrates the condition of half of the 

residential complex that experienced displacement 
during the liquefaction event in October 2018 
(displacements are marked by orange boxes and 
arrows). One of the houses, indicated by a blue circle, 
underwent a change in position towards the orange 
circle. The displacement distance covered 
approximately ±150 meters. 

 

 
Figure 3. Residential complex after earthquake 
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Gravity Data Processing 
Following the necessary corrections applied to the 

gravity data, a complete Bouguer anomaly map is 
obtained. Figure 4 displays the complete Bouguer 
anomaly, indicating that the eastern portion of the 
research area exhibits higher anomaly values compared 
to the western area, where the anomaly values tend to be 
lower. This variation can be attributed to the presence of 
thicker alluvial layers resulting from deeper underlying 
hard rock layers in the western part of the research area, 
while the reverse is true for the eastern area, where hard 
Rock layers are shallower. 

 

 
Figure 4. Complete bouguer anomaly 

 
The separation of regional and residual anomalies 

was accomplished using the moving average method 
with an 11x11 window size. This separation process was 
conducted to distinguish between deeper and shallower 
anomalies within the research area. The residual 
anomaly map is essential for this study as it allows for 
the examination of density distribution in shallower 
regions. This is particularly pertinent given that 
liquefaction occurrences take place in shallower or near-
surface areas. 

 

 
Figure 5. Residual anomaly 

2D Modeling 
Within the research area, there are zones that have 

experienced liquefaction and others that have not. A 2D 
modeling approach was employed to provide an insight 
into the subsurface geological conditions of the research 
area. Subsurface modeling was conducted using the 
residual anomaly data from the research area. The 
maximum modeling depth extended up to 150 meters 
from the ground surface. 

 

 
Figure 6. Cross-sectional profiles (Line-1, Line-2, and Line-3) 

were selected within the research area for subsurface 
modeling purposes. The liquefaction-prone area is delineated 

by dashed lines (Watkinson & Hall, 2019) on the profiles 

 
From the forward modeling results, it is evident 

that there are three rock layers. It is assumed that the 
uppermost layer represents a sandstone layer, serving as 
the surface soil. This surface layer is saturated due to the 
influence of irrigation practices employed for local 
plantations (Bradley et al., 2019; Socquet et al., 2019; Jaya 
et al., 2019). Below this layer lies a coarser rock layer 
known as gravel or pebbles, and the basal layer is 
composed of hard rock. The density value assigned to 
the soil or surface layer is 1.5 g/cc³. 

 

 
Figure 7. 2D gravity model of Line-1 

 
The density value for the second layer is 2.2 g/cc³, 

while the density value for the hard rock layer is 2.8 
g/cc³. The figure represents a cross-sectional profile for 
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the 2D subsurface modeling along Line-1. In the western 
area, there are undulations in both high and low 
anomaly values. These undulations indicate the 
presence of a subsidence in the basement or hard rock 
layer, forming some sort of channel or conduit. This 
channel or conduit influences the direction of mass 
movement on the surface. The assumed variation in 
surface layer thickness in the western area is attributed 
to mass displacement during liquefaction events. 

 

 
Figure 8. 2D gravity model of Line-2 

 

The presence of an aquifer is a crucial factor in the 
occurrence of liquefaction (Cummins, 2019). According 
to Hazarika et al. (2021), aquifers are typically located at 
a depth of approximately ±25 meters from the ground 
surface. The second layer in the gravity modeling results 
is situated at a depth of around 10-60 meters beneath the 
surface. This layer is suspected to contain the aquifer. 

 

 
Figure 9. 2D gravity model of Line-3 

 

The modeling along Line-2 traverses through both 
liquefied and stable areas. The stable area to the north is 
indicated by high anomalies, whereas the liquefied area 
is marked by low anomalies. The subsurface geological 
conditions influence the mass movement on the surface. 
The decrease in anomaly values in the area of mass 
movement is attributed to the formation of a channel 
due to the presence of a hard layer beneath the surface. 

Line-3 intersects low anomalies to the north and 
progressively higher anomalies to the south. This 
anomaly variation is caused by the thickness of the 
alluvial layer in the northern section, which fills the 
basin of the basement layer. The stability in the north is 
assumed due to the elevated basement layer in the 

western part of the Line-3 path, effectively restraining 
mass movement from the surface layer. The liquefied 
area in the southern part is attributed to the topographic 
slope and saturated soil conditions on the surface. 
Previous research by Rahayu (2021) has investigated the 
cross-sections of Line-2 and Line-3 using borehole 
sampling methods. Through borehole data testing, it 
was found that areas with deeper basement depressions 
exhibit lower safety factor values compared to areas 
where the basement layer is at shallower depths. Based 
on grain size distribution curves presented by Tsuchida 
(1970), the northern sections of Line-2 and Line-3 are 
composed of materials with relatively high porosity and 
permeability, making them more vulnerable to 
liquefaction at shallow depths (0-19 meters). 

 
Conclusion  

 
From the gravity research in the liquefaction area of 

Lolu Village, it has been determined that the 
liquefaction-prone area comprises three relatively 
distinct rock layers based on their density contrast 
values. The first layer constitutes soil, with a density 
contrast value of -0.8 g/cc. The second layer consists of 
coarser-grained material, exhibiting a density contrast 
value of -0.1 g/cc. Meanwhile, the third layer, 
characterized as strong or stable, possesses a density 
contrast value of 0.5 g/cc. The surface layer is identified 
as highly susceptible to liquefaction based on borehole 
sampling studies. 
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